
TeamMate makes life simple: with a range of truly innovative furniture solutions to suit any application. 
Aesthetically pleasing, modular and practical, TeamMate products are designed to stand the test of time.

Features & Benefits

>>   Floor to wall mounted self 

contained solution

>>   Set back screen design 

with AV credenza style 

rack mounted below

>>   Screen offset from wall 

significantly reduced

>>   Supports screen sizes 

from 55” - 90”

>>   6U vertical rack mounting 

in bottom enclosure

>>   Ideal for seminar and 

meeting rooms

>>   Customisable interface 

panel

>>  Secure lockable front and  

       side doors

>>   PC enclosure with 

adjustable straps (choice 

of left or right)

>>   Tower or compact PC 

compatible

>>   Efficient natural 

convection cooling system

>>   Storage shelf for internal 

AV equipment 

Totem SBS
The Totem SBS is a self-contained AV Credenza with built in screen mounting 
facility that significantly reduces the distance of the screen from the wall.

Overview

The Totem SBS (set back screen) is the latest addition to the 
Totem product range combining sleek design with unparalleled 
functionality. The Totem SBS is a self-contained AV Credenza with 
built in screen mounting facility that significantly reduces the 
distance of the screen from the wall.

The set-back-screen design, enables it to sit as far against the 
wall as possible, whilst still offering up to 3U vertical rack space 
on each side. AV control panels and input plates can be cut out 
into various locations on the Totems interface. Tower PC’s and/
or other collaborative systems can be securely locked away or 
accessed through fascia plates on the rack sides if needed.

PART CODE: TOTEMSBS
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Totem SBS technical specifications

>>   VESA mounting pattern: 300x200 - 800x600mm

>>   Screen sizes from 55” - 90” and up to 90kg

>>  Option to set screen at required centralised height

>>   1 x adjustable ventilated rack shelves

>>   3U 19” rack guides to vertically mount equipment on 
either side

>>   Floor to wall mounting brackets supplied

>>   x2 front facing lockable panels and x4 side access 
lockable panels

>>   Chassis finish painted white as standard

Set-back-screen design

Custom cust outs on 
front interface panel

Optional sound bar bracket

Vertically mounted AV equipment

Rack mounting facility beneath the screen

PART CODE: TOTEMSBS
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